Chapter 3

Methods of geophysical data processing

Wide-angle reflection/refraction data
Wide-angle seismic (WAR) data obtained from the TransArctic profiles (1989—1992) were recorded
on analogue media. Thus, a number of published crustal velocity models built referring to these profiles
(Poselov et al., 2006; Poselov et al., 2007) was based on a formal kinematical interpretation of time-curve
system (T-X representation summary). In the 2000s, analogue data were digitized (with 4 ms discretization
interval), and crustal models were adjusted using modern software to coordinate them with WAR dynamic
and kinematical wave field properties. ProMAX 2D was used to improve the quality of digital data, applying
the procedure for amplitude offset adjustment and minimum-phase band filtration of 1-2-7-9 Hz.
Digital WAR data (with 7 ms discretization interval) along the later Arctic profiles (2000, 2005 and
2007) were collected through seismic traces along the shared shot points, and analyzed in ProMAX 2D. To
improve the quality of data, the procedure for amplitude offset adjustment and minimum-phase band filtration of 2-3-6-8 Hz was applied.
Kinematical interpretation of digital (and digitized) data included the sequential correction of crustal
models along each profile after solving direct seismic problems, synthetic wave field modeling, and comparing it with the records. Free piece of software called RAYINVR, its app SeisWide 4.6.5. and the accompanying amplitude modeling program TRAMP (Zelt, 1999) were used to accomplish the aforementioned
results.
Crustal velocity models acquired along the TransArctic and Arctic profiles possess their unique specifications. Relatively large distances between recorders (5 km and more) and limitation of the refracted wave’s
tracing interval due to sedimentary sequence boundaries (a number of traces near shot points) resulted in
the model of the upper sedimentary crust level lacking detail. Only the high velocity waves spreading in the
crystalline crust were interpreted thoroughly. Thus, during all stages of kinematical interpretation, the upper crustal model was correlated with reflection and CDP reflection data on the sedimentary cover collected
both at WAR profiles and along drift tracks of ice camps of the same name and nearest drift tracks of various
North Pole stations accomplished over the years.
At the later stage of research (geotransects 5-AR (2008), DreamLine (2009), Arctic-2012, Arctic-2014)
the marine WAR data processing sequence was developed on the basis of the long-term experience of work
with ocean-bottom seismometers on reference profiles in the Barents, Kara, Okhotsk and East Siberian seas.
The following software was used for WAR data processing:
– onboard software package SM26 for ABSS data controlling and unloading;
– pre-processing system on ocean-bottom seismic records OBSPre 3.0;
– standard seismic data processing system FOCUS;
– data preparation subsystem for travel time processing ХТomoDpu;
– seismic tomography system by means of first and following arrivals ХТomo-LM 2.0;
– travel time processing system of WAR data Granitsa;
– software package of travel time modeling SeisWide;
– service software and gateway applications, enabling transparent transport of data resulted at different
processing stages.
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General WAR data processing sequence, starting from ocean-bottom seismic data input and finishing
with seismic section imaging, involves the following steps:
– pre-processing of seismic records;
– pre-processing of seismic records was conducted onboard after the ocean-bottom seismometers had
already been elevated, and consisted of two stages;
– conversion of ocean-bottom seismic records into seismic sounding records (shot points), and coordinate referencing of seismic traces and ocean-bottom seismometers;
– data preparation for export into the FOCUS processing system;
– amplitude processing of seismic sounding records.
Amplitude processing of seismic sounding records aims to improve both signal-to-noise ratio and time
resolution of seismic records. This preparation of seismic sounding records is a key to subsequent travel
time processing.
WAR and CDP reflection data correlations. Comparing WAR models and CDP reflection sections
transformed into depth models shows a discrepancy in the bottom of the sedimentary cover and in the boundaries of major sedimentary units. This happens in part because depth remodeling of CDP reflection data uses
semblance velocities that have mathematical rather than physical meaning. Therefore, time-domain conversion of WAR data will be more appropriate. This process, or rather a sequence of operations for SeisWideformat velocity models is an extremely time-consuming procedure that is only partially automatized.
VNIIOkeangeologia has designed a specific recalculation procedure based on SeisWide model discretization using seismic tomography X-TOMO 1.0 software. It should be noted that X-TOMO is used for
discretization rather than for finding a tomographic solution (i.e. no velocity inversion).
The depth-to-time conversion of the WAR SeisWide velocity model consisted of the following operations:
– X-TOMO data input. VNIIOkeangeologia designer M. V. Ivanov developed a piece of software that
converted a SeisWide velocity model into a X-TOMO file. After importing the file, X-TOMO broke the
model into cells which were filled with velocity data from SeisWide model and then an ASCII-file as a velocity matrix with an X-coordinate for depth domain would be exported;
– Depth to two-way travel-time conversion of the velocity matrix. Another piece of software similarly
designed by M. V. Ivanov has enabled velocity matrix conversion from the depth to the two-way travel-time
domain along the matrix’s columns, i.e. for each X-coordinate;
– WAR model time-domain imaging. The Surfer program calculated the grid and visualized the model as timedomain velocity contour field based on the velocity matrix ASCII-file converted into two-way travel-time model.
The described procedure is illustrated in Fig. 13.
Sharp gradient zones or zones of condensed velocity contours match the velocity spikes at the boundaries of velocity layers and could also be interpreted as time analogues of depth boundaries of the sequences
on the crustal model. Graphic editor laid these zones over velocity and time CDR reflection sections (if any)
upon which the correlation between WAR and CDR reflection data was estimated.
The final stage of data correlation saw RAYINVR software correct major interfaces in the consolidated
part of the crust, as well as the Moho relief. This correction is paramount as the upper low-velocity part of
the crustal model influences the deep waves travel-time greatly, and editing it allows minimizing the discrepancies between the observed depth arrivals and those estimated by the model.
Upon final corrections, the model’s reliability was evaluated.
Reliability test was carried out the following way: during the modeling, standard error of discrepancy
between the observed and modeled arrivals was calculated for every seismic wave group. Then, the discrepancy error was compared with an average semi-period (or phase) matching this particular group. Phase
lengths for each wave group (sedimentary, crustal and mantle) were analyzed as confidence intervals which
varied between 0.1 to 0.14 s on the TransArctic profiles, and 0.13 to 0.16 s on the Arctic profiles.
The test revealed the following.
Discrepancy error for TransArctic models slightly exceeded confidence intervals (primarily for the
upper and middle crustal section). The main reason for this was relatively poor quality of data due to the
analogue nature of recorders and inevitable dropout when digitizing analogue records.
For the Arctic velocity models (2000, 2005 and 2007, digital recording) discrepancy standard error was
significantly below the confidence intervals almost for all groups of observed wave.
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Fig. 13. Conversion of SeisWide velocity model from depth area (a) to TWT area (b)
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Seismic reflection sounding data
Seismic reflection sounding data obtained at the TransArctic profiles (1989—1992) were recorded on
analogue media. In the 2000s, the data were digitized (with 4 s discretization interval of), allowing modern
software to be used for improving their quality. ProMAX 2D was used to improve the quality of digital data,
specifically: band filtering 15-20-55-60 Hz, automatic gain control (AGC) (gate 1000—2000 ms), dynamic
transformation of amplitudes. Thus, seismic reflection data collected directly along the WAR profiles were
augmented by the data obtained from drift tracks of ice camps of the same name and nearest drift tracks of
various North Pole stations accomplished over the years.
Digital reflection data collected along the Arctic Geotransects (2000, 2005 and 2007) were recorded in
SEG-Y (1 ms discretization interval) as individual seismic soundings (6 channels on a short offset) every
4—6 km along the base profiles and 2 km along the cross-lines. The data were also analyzed using ProMAX 2D for the following measurements: amplitude trace alignment, band filtering at 23-25-58-60 Hz,
impulse deconvolution (120 ms operator length), AGC (gate 1000—2000 ms), dynamic transformation of
amplitudes.
The data obtained included time sections of the sedimentary cover. Those sections were used to build
correlations of the seafloor topography, intra-cover boundaries associated with pre-Miocene regional (RU)
and post-Campanian (pCU) unconformities, as well as the top of the metasedimentary (non-stratified) sequence (acoustic basement (AB) surfaces).
Due to great linear intervals between the soundings on the seismic reflection sections, and thus due to
low coefficient of phase correlations, when interpreting reflecting horizons, the group correlation principle
based on singling out high intensity wavetrains was usually applied.
The listed reflection data were analyzed by MAGE with 2D processing on Linux-cluster Dual Core
Xeon 2.66 Arbyte Alkazar with ProMAX R5000.

Potential field data
In a general way processing of all initial magnetic and gravity data discussed in the chapter was the
same. Nevertheless, as computer technology and software kept improving so did the methods data handling.
Over the years a variety of software products has been used, from original national and foreign programs to
unified software products of Golden Software, ER MAPPER, Geosoft Oasis Montaj.

Aeromagnetic data

1989—1992 surveys. Processing of aeromagnetic data collected in 1989—1992 (Figs. 4—7) was carried out in PMGRE and included several standard procedures: analysis of geomagnetic field variations and
deviation with respective correction of initial observed data; calculation of geomagnetic reference field and
magnetic anomalies; compilation, leveling and adjustment of magnetic anomaly profile data, their mapping
and estimation of errors.
High Arctic airborne magnetic surveys required extra attention to be paid to processing of the data from
magnetic variation recording systems. Daily geomagnetic field activity estimation went on throughout all
4 field seasons using a k-index calculated on a 3-hour interval with a maximum swing of the total magnetic
field variations. Afterwards, mean diurnal variations of the geomagnetic field were plotted to define their
mean seasonal level. In addition, magnetic variation intensity was estimated using k-index, and single geomagnetic field harmonic oscillations were classified by their geodynamic characteristics, which resulted in a
better understanding of the range of variations and revealing the probability for occurrence of variations of
any class. General analysis of variations conducted for four years has proven that the ideal timing for AMS
is during the night hours.
MAGSAT-2 model computed in Leningrad’s department of IZMIRAN was used as the reference geomagnetic field. No deviation correction was applied, as the values of deviation were within insignificant
limits of ±5—7 nT.
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Aeromagnetic data processing was carried out using SNIIGGiMS-developed software installed on EC1035 with auto editing mode. For each of survey, root-sum-square error (RMSE) was estimated by regular
and control cross-tracklines. The errors of map-making were determined by intersections of magnetic contours and the same control tracklines (Table 1).
Ta b l e 1

Survey and map root-sum-square errors of 1989—1992 aeromagnetic surveys
Year of survey

Number
of intersections

Survey RMSE (nT)

Number
of intersections

Map RMSE (nT)

1989

171

8.2

232

12

1990

151

13.1

329

13

1991

77

10

204

7.45

1992

33

11.3

76

11.13

2005 Survey. Primary processing included several basic operations, such as observed data editing, deviation correction, calculation of reference geomagnetic and anomaly magnetic field, their leveling and adjustment, accuracy estimation, mapping in the form of magnetic anomaly profile and contour maps (Fig. 9).
Observed data editing included their review to reveal potential measuring equipment malfunctions and
to filter noise in each of the 5 magnetic channels. The level of noise varied from 0.04 to 1.2 nT depending
on flight conditions.
The range of deviation variations for Il-18D airplane never exceeded 20 nT. For each of the major regular and cross-lines, deviation correction remained constant or fluctuated within ±1.5 nT.
IGRF-2005 model with correction factor for August 2005 and flight altitude 500 was used to calculate
magnetic anomalies.
Due to the long distance between the base station and the study area, direct correction of aeromagnetic
data having applied observed geomagnetic field variation wasn’t possible and so flights that were made during high geomagnetic field activity were repeated.
A preliminary adjustment of aeromagnetic data was conducted by PMGRE using original software
developed by V. O. Leonov and based on the indirect iterative method for correction of geomagnetic field
variations. The RMSE of the survey after adjustment decreased from ± 5—7 nT to ± 4.1 nT.
Final leveling and adjustment of magnetic anomaly profile data collected in 2005 together with all
previous magnetic information received in the area was carried out in VNIIOkeangeologia using Geosoft
Oasis Montaj 6.0 software. The RMSE of the survey supplemented by historical data slightly increased up
to ± 4.6 nT.
2007 Survey. In 2007, VNIIOkeangeologia handled both primary and final aeromagnetic data processing. Operations were similar to those in 2005 (Fig. 10)
The range of deviation variations for Il-18D airplane did not exceed ±10 nT.
For all tracklines, deviation correction was small it fluctuated within ±1.5 nT and was allowed for each
of them.
Reference geomagnetic field was calculated after IGRF-2005 in accordance with a set of correcting
coefficients as of May, 2007, and flight altitude (600 m).
Results of geomagnetic field variations recorded by base station were used by the same way as in 2005.
The RMSE of the survey after leveling and adjustment by means of Geosoft Oasis Montaj 6.3.1 software was ±4.1 nT.
Afterwards, the new magnetic anomaly profile data were adjusted with the old magnetic information
collected in VNIIOkeangeologia data base. At that both old and new data sets were reduced to a single
observation altitude of 500 m and to single geomagnetic field level in accordance with IGRF model corresponding to May 2007.
The leveling and adjustment of surveys data conducted over the years were carried out in a few stages.
The first stage consisted of initial data converting to grid form and reduction to a single level. The second
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stage laid in reference field correction of each magnetic anomaly profile dataset. The final stage consisted
in correction of old datasets levels against the highly precise modern data and ultimately, in compilation of
unified and updated database of magnetic anomaly profiles for the study area. Thus, the RMSE of magnetic
anomaly profile map in the study was ±4.6 nT.

Airborne gravity data

2005 survey. Algorithms and stages for both primary and final airborne gravity data processing generally remained the same (Fig. 11) but the level of detail varied.
The first stage included analysis of the collected data and developing the best processing graph in
PMGRE. During the stage the data derived under unfavorable weather conditions and distorted due to drastically changed flight mode (forced maneuvering, change in altitude and speed, etc.) was identified and
rejected as defective.
Second stage consisted in calculation of free air gravity anomalies using Helmert’s formula minus
14 mGal and reduced to sea level (according to radio-altimeter data). Analysis of disturbing factors that occur during the survey allowed selection of best possible filtration parameters. Hemming’s filter (Gribanov,
Mal’kov, 1974) was applied to a 240 s interval with a 1 s shift and anomalies with a minimum period of
360 s were selected using fast Fourier frequency transform. Then, filtered free air gravity anomalies along
each trackline were leveled at least by 2 iterations using the method of average values. Before and after leveling, RMSE was respectively ±6.5 mGal at 97 intersection points, and ±4.6 mGal at 95 intersection points.
After quality analysis and primary processing of raw data performed in PMGRE just 52% of the entire
its volume was selected as reliable for future handling and interpretation.
Additional and final data processing were realized in VNIIOkeangeolgia using original method developed by V. M. Makarov. A high level of noise in the raw gravity data discovered during its preliminary
processing requires more careful analysis of all observed information. This analysis was boiled down to two
major procedures: additional correlation of the results obtained and selection of original filtration parameters seeking to correct distortions of vertical acceleration that inevitably occurs during airborne surveys.
These accelerations produced 95% of total distortions occurring in the airborne gravity field measurements.
Using a double trapezoidal filter with a total length of 270 s and a 15 s shift turned out to be most successful for correction of vertical accelerations. Filtering gravity information for each trackline ended with
data smoothing due to Fourier finite transformation (using 300 s period harmonicas).
Later on, these smoothed data were leveled relative to average values in two steps: along regular tracklines and cross-lines. The results obtained were reduced to the level of the WGS-84 Geoid.
Ultimately, all 245 intersection points showed RMSE go down to ±3.8 mGal. Upon removal of 12 points
where errors exceeded the average value by a factor of three, the standard error was ±3.5 mGal. Overall usable data grew to 93% of initial raw volume.
2007 survey. There were the same several stages of primary analysis and preliminary processing of
airborne gravity data (Fig. 12) as in 2005. As opposed to 2005 survey, the entire volume of 2007 observed
data has been preserved and analyzed.
A smoothed trapezoidal sliding filter with a 240 s foundation length was used. Effective smoothing
period of the filter was 170 s, so upon Fourier finite transformations, the harmonicas with the period under
170 s were excluded.
After completion of gravity anomaly calculation, all data including 11 regular routes and 10 cross-lines
were adjusted. The initial error at intersections of the regular tracklines and cross-lines was ±3.6 mGal. The
final error was ±2.3 mGal at all 108 intersections, and ±1.5 mGal at 102 intersections. All points with maximum errors are located in the northern part of the area with high field gradients.

Chapter 4

Earth’s crustal structure in
the Podvodnikov Basin I,
Podvodnikov Basin II and Makarov Basin

The Earth’s crustal structure in the above basins has been described in the TransArctic 1989—1991
Geotransect records.

Sedimentary cover
A composite section illustrating the sedimentary cover along the geotransect was compiled on the basis
of CDP reflection shooting (MAGE 90801 profile), reflection data obtained immediately on the geotransect
(Tra-91), and reflection seismic sounding along the nearest NP-28 drift track (Fig. 14). Structurally, the
composite section begins on the north slope of the De Long High, crosses the subslope Vilkitsky Trough,
and proceeds along the strike of the Podvodnikov Basin I, Podvodnikov Basin II, and Makarov Basin to abut
with its northern flank against the Amerasian slope of the Lomonosov Ridge’s circumpolar segment.
The sedimentary cover along the TransArctic 1989—1991 Geotransect contains three sedimentary sequences: upper, middle and lower.
The upper sequence according to seismic reflection data shows velocities ranging from 1.9 to 2.9 km/s.
Its upper part penetrated by core sampling is mainly composed of aleuropelites. It varies in thickness from
3 km in the Vilkitsky Trough to several hundred meters at bathymetric terraces dividing the Podvodnikov
Basins with the constant velocity parameters along the entire profile.
The middle sequence shows velocities ranging between 3.2 and 3.8 km/s. Actually, it is only traceable
in the Vilkitsky Trough where its thickness does not exceed 3 km. The sequence is thinning northwestward.
The middle and upper sequences are divided by a prominent regional unconformity (RU). This unconformity is a key seismo-stratigraphic marker traceable within all positive and negative morphological features in the area of the Central Arctic rises, including bathymetric terraces of the Podvodnikov and Makarov
basins, and the East Siberian outer shelf (Figs. 14, 15).
The lower sequence shows velocities ranging between 4.0 and 4.4 km/s. Thickness of the sequence
alongside the profile varies from several hundred meters at the De Long High to 3 km in the Vilkitsky
Trough, and further northwestward it does not exceed 2 km along the entire profile. Seismic reflection data
suggest an unconformity dividing the sediments of the lower and middle sequences.
Total thickness of the three sequences reaches its maximum of ~7 km in the Vilkitsky Trough; then decreases at the De Long High and northwestward in the Podvodnikov and Makarov basins to a range between
~4 km and several hundred meters (within the resolution of the method).
Reference reflectors (major unconformities) identified in the sedimentary cover through seismic reflection were dated using deep sea drilling data obtained from the Lomonosov Ridge by ACEX IODP 302 at
Sites М0002—М0004 (Backman et al., 2006).
An analysis of the Russian seismic data on the Arctic Basin allows the regional unconformity to be associated with a pre-Miocene erosion event which according to Backman et al. (2006) is consistent with a
sedimentation hiatus of about 27 Ma. The pre-Miocene unconformity separates middle Eocene littoral sedimentation silicaclastic rocks (clay and siltstone) rich in biogenic material from the early to middle Miocene
section containing few biogenic remnants (Backman et al., 2006).
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Fig. 14. Sediment structure in Makarov Basin and at East-Siberian shelf slope (MCSR line МАGE-90801, SR line Тrа-91 and SR line NP-28-87)
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Fig. 15. Similarity of sediment structure under the regional unconformity on the Lomonosov Ridge and in the Podvodnikov Basin II

The unconformity separating the middle and lower sedimentary cover sequences corresponds to the
post-Campanian erosion event (pCU) showing a sedimentation hiatus of approximately 24 Ma. It separates
Campanian sandstones and mudstones deposited in prodelta/littoral environments from late Pleistocene
neritic clays (Backman et al., 2006) (Fig. 14).
Metasedimentary sequence (MS) with velocity parameters ranging between 5.0 and 5.4 km/s was identified through wide-angle reflection/refraction (WAR). In the reflection wave field this layer is fairly uniform, however, it is tectonically heterogenic. Its surface is associated with the acoustic basement (AB), the
crystalline basement being its lower boundary. Thickness of this sequence reaches its maximum of 2 km
beneath the continental slope. In the Podvodnikov and Makarov basins it thins first to 1 to 1.5 km and then
to several hundred meters.
The nature of the sequence has not yet been ascertained. It may have been formed by Caledonian and
Elsmirian folded units in one location of the Central Arctic Rises, by overlying molasse or platform covers
in another, and somewhere, even by ancient platform formations.
A different pattern of magnetic fields in the Podvodnikov and Makarov basins may be attributed to trap
formations that had intruded the sedimentary cover.

Earth’s crustal velocity model
In the course of the preparation of the monograph, WAR data totaling 1.490 km of the TransArctic
1989—1991 Geotransect (620 soundings after update) were updated (summarized, processed and reinterpreted).
The TransArctic 1989—1991 Geotransect has become the first experience of regular WAR in the high
latitude Arctic showing a sparse acquisition geometry. Therefore, the Earth’s crustal sedimentary cover was
poorly controlled by refraction, and modeled on the reflection data basis. (See Sedimentary Cover). Only
high velocity waves propagating in the crystalline crust were more or less reliably interpreted.
Figs. 16, 17, 18 present kinematical interpretation of WAR data as a model for a seismic ray path from
different shot points, and respective seismic records superimposed with computed travel-time curves of
reflected and refracted waves.
In description of the WAR and refraction wave field, a single system of wave definition has been adopted for all geotransects:
PSED 	
— refracted wave in the sequence underlying the regional unconformity;
PMS 	
— refracted wave in the metasedimentary layer;
Pg 		
— refracted wave in the upper crust;
PL 		
— refracted wave in the lower crust;
Pn 		
— refracted wave in the upper mantle;
PMSP 	
— wave reflected from the metasedimentary layer surface;
PBP 	
— wave reflected from the upper crustal surface;
— wave reflected from the lower crustal surface;
PLP 	
PmP 	
— wave reflected from the Moho boundary;
Pm1 	
— intramantle refracted wave;
— intramantle reflected wave.
Pm1P 	
Seismic records of the TransArctic 1989—1991 Geotransect show interpretations of Pg, PL, Pn, PLP and
PmP waves, as well as Pm1P fragments. Pg arrivals are easily identified at offsets of 50 to 100 km. PLP and
PL reflected and refracted wave arrivals in a number of seismograms are recorded at offsets of up to 50 km.
In addition to the above groups of waves, this profile shows at the first arrivals a wave with an abnormally high apparent velocity (~8.5 km/s ) interpreted as a refracted wave in the intramantle layer Pm1. Usually, these are fairly short offsets not exceeding 30 km (Fig. 18).
The final Earth’s crustal velocity model along the TransArctic 1989—1991 Geotransect is presented in
Fig. 19.
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Fig. 16. Ray-tracing modeling along TransArctic-1989—1991 profile (SP 7+8)
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Fig. 17. Ray-tracing modeling along TransArctic-1989—1991 profile (SP 31+32)
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Fig. 18. Ray-tracing modeling along TransArctic-1989—1991 profile (SP 49+52)
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Fig. 19. Velocity model of the Earth’s Crust along the TransArctic-1989—1991 profile

The model presents:
– three sedimentary sequences divided by regional (RU) and post-Campanian (pCU) unconformities;
metasedimentary sequence with velocities ranging from 5.0 to 5.4 km/s, and thickness varying from
several hundred meters (in the central part of the Basin) to 2 km beneath the continental slope;
– upper crust shows velocities ranging between 6.0 and 6. 4 km/s; at the De Long High, the upper crust
varies in thickness from 7 to 15 km; in the Podvodnikov and Makarov basins it thins down to 3.5 km (Podvodnikov Basin I) and 1—2 km (Podvodnikov Basin II and Makarov Basin), drastically thickening up to
4—7 km beneath the bathymetric escarpment dividing the basins, and at the approaches to the Lomonosov
Ridge;
– lower crust: its velocities computed using PL waves range between 6.6 and 6.9 km/s; thickness of the
lower crust reaches its maximum of 25—35 km beneath the De Long High to decrease down to ~9 km in
the Podvodnikov Basin I, and increases again up to ~17 km in the Podvodnikov Basin II to decrease down
to ~7 km in the Makarov Basin;
– upper mantle: its parameters are computed using Pn and PmP travel-time curves (Figs. 17, 18); the upper mantle velocity grows from 7.8 km/s beneath the De Long High to 8.0 km/s beneath the Makarov Basin;
the depth to the Moho dramatically drops from ~44 km beneath the De Long High to 20—21 km beneath the
Podvodnikov Basin I, 23—24 km beneath the Podvodnikov Basin II and 13—14 km beneath the Makarov
Basin; the intramantle boundary is determined from Pm1 waves; it shows refractor velocity of 8.5—8.6 km/s,
with its depth varying from ~25—30 km beneath the Podvodnikov I to ~18 km beneath the Makarov Basin.
The crystalline crust in the Podvodnikov Basin II (19—21 km) is much thicker than in the Podvodnikov
Basin I (~13 km) and Makarov Basin (7—8 km). At the same time, in terms of thickness its is comparable
with the Lomonosov Ridge, while structurally (upper to lower crustal thickness ratio) it is comparable with
the Mendeleev Rise.

Conclusions
The data obtained during the Russian seismic studies under the programs of the TransArctic 1989—
1991 Geotransect and scientific drifting stations North Pole have resulted in gaining a significantly better
understanding of a variable tectonic structure along the strike of the Makarov Basin, and structural and genetic links between certain units of the basin and the surrounding highs.
1. The Podvodnikov — Makarov Basin in terms of the Earth’s crustal and sedimentary cover structure
may tentatively be subdivided into three parts: Podvodnikov Basin I, adjacent to the East Siberian Sea shelf,
and Podvodnikov Basin II and Makarov Basin located further north. The crystalline crust on average varies
in thickness from 39 km on the De Long High to 10.5 km in the Podvodnikov Basin I, further increasing up
to 16 km in the Podvodnikov Basin II and thinning down to 7.5 km in the Makarov Basin to increase up to
14 km towards the Lomonosov Ridge. In terms of its structure and stratification, the Earth’s crust in the Podvodnikov Basin I and Podvodnikov Basin II is definitely continental. Information obtained in the Makarov
Basin is still insufficient for determining the crustal nature.
2. The results of comprehensive geological and geophysical studies obtained from TransArctic 1989—
1991 Geotransect suggest that the formation of the Podvodnikov-Makarov basins may be attributed to
growth of intraplate faults and Earth’s crust extension presumably during the Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous
that had lead to underdeveloped rifting. These processes are most likely responsible for intense volcanism.
According to ACEX IODP 302 deep sea drilling on the Lomonosov Ridge in holes М0002-М0004 (Backman et al., 2006), Late Cretaceous littoral and marine sediments rest on the lower part of the section, suggesting shallow water depositional environment. In the Campanian to late Paleocene there was a sedimentation hiatus of 24 Ma apparently related to water shallowing and sediment erosion.
3. A precursor of the formation of the Central Arctic rises in their modern morphological aspect, that is
an event that had preceded different level submersion of its blocks (including terraces in the Podvodnikov and
Makarov basins) was a major geodynamic subplanetary rearrangement. It occurred in middle Oligocene in the
high latitude Arctic as a pre-Miocene sedimentation hiatus of approximately 27 Ma (Backman et al., 2006).

